
 

 

 

 

These recommendations are inspired by the FFCD recommendations and the BGDO adapted them for 

Belgium 

Proposals for therapeutic adjustments by organs 
 

General Considerations 
It is strongly advised during the COVID-19 pandemy to limit: 

1) Hospital use for non-urgent patients, which lead to prefer oral drugs and triweekly regimen 
whenever possible 

2) Surgery at high risk of morbidity 
3) Risk of febrile neutropenia, which lead to lower the trigger for G-CSF administration and 

respect of strict rules for CT administration 
 

Organes 
 

Oncologic situations Suggestions 

Localized rectum Radio-chemotherapy finalized or 
ongoing  

Delay surgery  up to 3 months 

Radio-chemotherapy to initiate Prefer RT alone 5 x 5 Gy & delay surgery up 
to 3 months 

Particular cases 
- T4 

 
Prefer CAP50 RT and delay surgery up to 3 
months 

Localized colon With or without symptoms Surgery without delay 

Particular cases 
- T4 or occlusion 

 
Chemotherapy (prefer triweekly regimen 
CapOx or Tomox) eventually after 
colostomy (if occlusion) 

Adjuvant chemotherapy  
 
Stage III and stage II (T4b) 

Prefer CapOx (3 or 6 months) 
 
Discuss Cape alone or surveillance only (for 
frail patients) 

Metastatic colorectal 
 
Line 1 and Line 2 

Resectable Delay surgery with CT (2-3 months) 
(preferred CapOx) 
Immediate surgery if good prognosis  

Bordeline resectable Recommend use of G-CSF and strict rules of 
CT administration  

Non resectable Prefer oral treatments or whenever 
possible triweekly regimen  

Pancreas (adk) Localized or advanced locoregional Delay surgery. 
Initiate treatment with CT (same rules as 
for CRC) 

Adjuvant FOLFIRINOX + G-CSF  

Metastatic CT according to the patient’s general status  

  



Proposals for therapeutic adjustments by organs 

Organes Oncologic situations Suggestions 

Cholangiocarcinoma Resectable Surgery whenever possible 

Post-op. Cape to be discussed (weak level of proof) 

Unresectable or metastatic CT according to the clinical situation 
(Gemox Gem-Cis) 

Gastro-oesophageal 
adenocarcinoma 

Curative setting Perioperative CT according to the clinical 
situation 
1)FLOT + GCSF whenever possible
2) Alternative CapOx or FOLFOX

Localized oesophagus 
- Preop or definitive RCT 

Taxol-carboplatine + RT whenever possible 
Delay surgery 2 – 3 months after RCT 

Metastatic Prefer CapOx +/- trastuzumab (if HER2+) 

Hepatocarcinoma Resectable Delay surgery 2 –3 months if possible 
Acssss locoregional treatment as mean of 
delaying surgery 

Unresectable or metastatic Prefer oral therapy (delay locoregional 
therapy whenever possible) 

Canal anal Localized RCT(Cape + MMC or 5FU + MMC) 




